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A Stochastic, weighted Hit Site Theory of Cellular Hadiohlologieal Action
V. p. Bond and H. N. V « M

I. Introduction; Definition*
The object of this presentation is to develop, by combining bit theory

with mlcrodoslnetrlc approaches, a stochastic theory that appeara to account
veil for the observed responses of cell populations exposed in radiation
Fields of different qualities and for different duration* of exposure. Tens
used are defined at follows:

To expose cells neans to place the* In a charged particle field of *
strength defined In terns of the number of charged particles per unit area per
unit time, the fluence rate • • Exposure for a tlae t e such that an
accumulated fluence *te - * passes In the vicinity of a cell(a) entail* an
associated probability that the cell will Interact with a charged particle,
and that a transfer of energy to the critical volume of that cell will occur.

"Exposure" Is defined as the amount of radiation "seen" by a cell(s)
during an exposure tine of length t e , naawly t. This definition la
conceptually similar to those provided by the ICRU (1) in that i t describes
the amount of r.'irliatlon In the vicinity of, and not absorbed in, any given
ce l l . It .differs fro* the ICR11 alternative definition of exposure, in that i t
Is particle and not energy fluence.

The cell critical volume (CV) Is a non-anatonlcal voltwe within the ce l l ,
the apparent mean diameter or "cross section" o of which can he calculated,
and within whlc»i the macromolecular target(a) must reside. The tissue content
of the CV must he "hit" by a charged particle In order for the chance of an
all-or-none alteration of the cell (a quantal response) to be other than zero.

The tern "quantal cell response" (2) denotes usually Irreversible
changes such as some types of chronosome abnormalities and cell death, and
especially genetic and neoplastlc cell transformation in vitro or In vivo.
Such responses are scored either hy noting their presence in the individual
ce l l , or by scoring tunors or abnormal organ(s) derived froa a single •
quantally-altered cel l . Although the response is registered only as present
or absent ("go-no go", or "all-or-none"), it. represents a specific "threshold"
level of cell Injury that separates the "no response possible" range of
severity from the "response possible" range. Not considered as quantal are
all forms of "subeffeetlve" cell Injuries, for example single strand breaka in
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• DNA, because they are not directly observable In Individual cell* and at*

usually repairable.

High level radiation (IILR) In this dlacusalon Beans exposure of a cell

population In a strong field In which all cells are hit at least once. Any

further Increase In • can then result only In additional (aultlple) hits per

cell and a consequent Increase In the average amount of energy deposited In,

and therefore ham and risk of serious consequence to, each cell. In

contrast, low-level radiation (LLR) exposure aeans exposure In a field such

that only a saall fraction of the expoaed cells .are hit. Accordingly the

frequency of multiple hits on the same cell la negligibly saall effectively

all hit cells are singly hit). Although aost Individual energy transfers are

snail, sone say be large (I.e., LLR and HLR refer to low and high probability

of Interaction, and not necessarily to large or saall energy deposits In the

cell CV's).

II. Conceptual Considerations

Harm to any exposed cell can occur only if and when a atochaetlc

interaction takes place between a cell CV and a charged particle In lta

vicinity. With LLR exposure, the probability of Interaction la saall, i.e.,

the Initial Incidence of hit cells la « 1.0. The size of < hit on a cell 1*

defined In terns of the amount of energy tranaferred to and deposited in the

cell CV. The energy transfer causes Injury to that cell CV, the severity of

which depends on Magnitude of the trsnafer. Above aoae alniaal level of

severity, the cell will show a quantal response.

The factors that deteralne the expected incidence of hit cells In,, for

a given exposure, can he aade explicit by use of a veil known expreaalon In

particle and rwclear physics, which la adopted here to deteralne the low

"Incidence" of hit cell CV's. Thus,

I H " vtec7 - *o (1)

where I H Is the Incidence of hit cells, • is the flttence rate, * la the

fluence of charged particles delivered during an exposure period of length

te, and a Is the cross section of the cell CV which, with *, determines the

probability of a collision.
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The expected Incidence of hit cells IJJ is equal to the product of the

total number of charged particles * and the average cross section of the cell

CV, a. Thus the total Ij| is proportional toa or hm» a "linear, no

threshold" relationship with *. Also, I}] is an expression of the risk of e

hit on the Individual cell In the exposed population. However, It provide*

only the average value for all cells in the exposed population, from which the

true risk for any given cell cannot be determined.

Although the Incidence of qusntally responding cells In an exposed

population of cells can be scored, the total Incidence of hit cells cannot be

deternlned In living cells. However, this Incidence can be estimated

indirectly by use of a physical surrogate for a cell CV (3-5). Specifically,

a "mlcrodosinetrlc" proportional counter Is filled with tissue equivalent gas

and operated at reduced pressure 80 that the number of Interactions Tier

charged particle Is the sane as that for the cell CV. Very large numbers of

single events and their sizes can be recorded in a relatively short tire in

even a low strength field because of the large diameter of the chamber,

relative to that of the cell CV. However, when adjusted or "scaled" to the

dimension* of a cell CV and to the strength of the LUt field of Interest,

uhlch may Involve factors well In excess of 10*, the converted reading does

provide the snail number of hit cells per cell, or the («1.O) Incidence of

hit living cell (CV's) expected from relatively short exposures In s LLR

field.

Because only slngly-hlt cells are Involved, the one numerical value

deternlned for the Incidence of hit cells also determines the numerical value

of the number of charged particles inplnglng on the known cross sectional area

of the CV cross section, In en2, or the fluence of charged particles. Thus

the amount of radiation Involved In the exposure Is quantifiable from the

cell phantom, in terms of either the Incidence of hit cells, or the charged

particle fluence. This amount of radiation so determined could then be

correlated with the observed Incidence of quantally responding cells, Iq, In a

population exposed In the LLR field. Conversely any exposure so measured In

that field would permit estimation of the expected Incidence of quantal

respondera in a cell population similarly exposed.
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However, the value for Iq thitn ohtaineil empirically Jit Halted solely to
the specific radiation quality used for determining the response of the cell
population of Interest ( I . e . , a separate empirical determination voulri have to
be made for each radiation quality of Intereat). Further, no use Is aade of
the extensive data on hit size spectrum provided alto hy the cell phantoa
measurements. A substitute Inductive approach Is outlined In pert below,
earlier (6-10), and elsewhere In this symposium (11).

II . The Hit Size Weighting Function
In Fig. 1, panel a, are shown schematic and not-to-scale alcrodoslaetrle

spectra for a low and a high LET radiation. The alcrodoslaetrlc quantity
energy deposit c, because It Is least committal as to which "impact parameter'
Is most appropriate, Is used as a measure of the aaount of energy transferred
to the cell CV (I . e . , the lineal energy y or the specific energy z could be
used instead). The area under each spectrum represents the measured number of
hits on the phantoa ce l l . When adjusted to the size of the cell CV, this
provides the ambunt of radiation Involved in the exposure, measured In teras
of either S or the corresponding fractional number of hit cel ls , and

corresponding to a ( « 1 . 0 ) Incidence of hit ce l l s , T|). The hit cells are
* it

arranged in order of Increasing hit size, up to a Maximum value Ê  and En
characteristic of each radiation quality.

In panel b Is shown schematically the hit size weighting function (that
Is , the fraction of quantally responding hit cells as a function of the aaount
of energy transferred). The aaae curve is shown in Fig. 2 and described in
more detail in the figure caption. The curve covers the range of hit aizes
seen with the lowest to the highest LET radiation, and accordingly 1*
applicable to the entire range of radiation types and qualities. Therefore,
if the hit size spectra shown In panel a are multiplied by the hit size
weighting function ahown in panel b, the consequent spectrum of the incidence
of quantally responding cel ls , Iq, vs. hit size Is obtained. The remits are
shown In panel c for the low-LF.T, and In panel d for hlgh-LST radiation. The
area under the spectra In panels c and d provide, for the specific aaount * of
radiation of the specific quality Involved, the expected excess incidence of
quantally responding ce l l s .
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Pie, l Schematic plots, not to Bcala, illustrating how ncrodoaiMtric
epectra (panel a), which give the incidence of hit call* per hit
size ac a function of hit size, if folded with the nit-size-cell
response function (panel b), yield the incidence of quantally
responding* cells per hit sice (panels c and d), a* a function of
hit size. The area under the spectra in panels c and d yields the
total incidence of quantally responding cells, for the given
exposure. L and H refer to low- and high^LET radiations, raspeo—
tively; Ejj is the ionization potential, 1^ and fig are the upper
linit energy deposit sizes for the radiations of different IXT;
Bj> is the threshold energy deposit size; and Ej( is the value oft
at which ourve A saturates.
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From the hit alze weighting function shown In Figs. 1 and 2 can be

Inferred the distribution of Individual cell aenaltlvltlea aacrlbed to nonal

biological variation. It la In terms of the weighting function and Ita alope

that cell sensitivity to radiation ahould be measured (aa la done with the

analogue curve for organ sensitivities In pharmacological toxicology).

Although the weighting function la shown as saturating at 1.0, this may well

apply only to cell death. For other quantal responses scored In proliferating

cells, saturation ajoat likely will occur at a value less than 1.0.

The estimation of the hit size weighting function, or cell sensitivity

function, though complex and adequate only with the aid of a computer program,

is straightforward conceptually. Clearly any one quality of radiation

provides only a characteristic and limited range of hit alzea for single hits,

and varying the amount of radiation of a given quality cannot change that

spectrum without compromising the present requirement of single hits only.

Hence the full range of hit alzea can he obtained only by utilizing cellular

radloblologlcal data Involving a range of radiation qualities. Only the alope

of the Initial'linear "absorbed dose-response" curves Is used (I.e., the

amount of exposure Is In effect held constant, and only the radiation quality

is varied).

By reference to panel a, Fig. 1, It la aeen that the apectra for

different radiation qualities, because they overlap, provide multiple Input

information on the effectiveness per hit size. The ratio of slopes ("ME")

reflects the relative effectiveness of the entire spectra. A hit size

weighting function Is first assumed along with a value of a for the cell CV.

Estimates of the function and of a can then he refined, to the degree

permitted by the extent and quality of both the physical .and-biological data

available, by essentially an Iterative procedure. Initial approximations of

the curve have been published elsewhere (6,8), as Is the current status of

refinement (11).

Although the stochastic nature of both the number and size of events

stems from the randomness of lnterations between charged particles and cell

CV'g, the substantial variation In the alze of stochsatlcally-dellverad energy

deposits (within limits, different for each quality of radiation) depends alao

on the fact that each agent (energy) transfer to each cell CV Is from a
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different energy source (energetic charged particle), usually of a dtffcrtnt

size and with a different geometry of collision. Thla derlvea froa the fact

that each energy aource is carried to the cell physically aa a discrete

entity, with lta energy content far froa the Final stages of dispersion or

dissolution at the tine of transfer. This Is in contrast to most other

physical or chemical agents which, either In the external agent source or when

transferred to the cell medlua, ere already dispersed to the final stages of

dlsolutlon (Individual molecules, for ehealcals). Thus, at least for cells In

relatively close juxtaposition, each cell surface Is presented with an array

of relatively snail agent sources of uniform size and energy content. Thus

narked differences in the amount of agent transfer per cell are nuch less

likely or ahsent,

III. Relationship of • to Absorbed Dose

That * and not absorbed dose Is the conceptually appropriate quantity for

the antnunt of LLK Involved In an exposure can also be shown by considering the

changing relatfonshlp between the ahsorhed dose T> frads) to the nedlua

supporting the ce l l s , and the Bean specific energy I , due to single hit* only,

for the fractional numher of relevant cells hit during a given low-level

exposure. Since z Is tin average over only the CV*s of the relevant cells hit

while n is conceptually an average over all relevant cell CW'B In the aediua.

z . . . z i + i . . . z H K

1 S - -i ? 5 . . -5 . .5JI (2)
N E N H * E N F

where N H and Nj. are the numhers of hit and expnaed cell CV's

respectively, as Indicated by nlcrodoslaetrlc neasureaents. With large

amounts of radiation, Nj, - Ng. Thus D » z, and 'exposing" the cells to *

essentially equates to the pharaaco-toxlcological situation in which each cell

Is "given" a dose of planned size. With IXR, however, z reaaln* constant with

increasing * or D, and only the nuaher of hit cells Increases with

Increasing *. Thus absorbed dose Is, with LLK, a constant tiaes the nuaber or

Incidence of hit or "dosed" cells.
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Kg. 2
Schematic plot shoving the
accumulated fraction of quantally
responding hit cells, f-, as a
function of hit lice (curve A).
Curve B represents f*g. the

probability density or the fraction
of cells responding between £ and
it. The hatched area refers to

the "subeffective" range ofc, in
which full repair of subeffeetiv*
cell injury and thus so quantal
responses are expected. Fro« curve
A, the fraction of cells responding
quantally as a function of hit size,
•ay be derived the distribution of
individual cell censivities ascribed
to norml biological variation.
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Fig. 3
Schematic plot, curve A for the incidence of cell death vs. the Mount of
radiation expressed as exposure, and curve B for the fraction of failed
organs due to organ cell population depletion fron cell dsath, a* a fraction
amount of radiation expressed as absorbed doss, l i e transition sons i s fro*
single cell injury or death, to cell population depletion and thus organ
injury, to organ failure and death. It i s in this rone that'"exposure"
begins effectively to equate to Bean cell "dose", because al l cel ls are hit
at least once and thus added hits/cell can only increase the swan dose/cell.
The functions A and B highlight the differences in response seen with, and
the different coordinates applicable to, IXH vs. BLR radiation exposure.
Curve A i s "incidence of quantally responding cells" i f cell death i s the
effect of interest, and "anount of organ daaage" i f a quantal prga.i response
such as organ failure i s the effect of interest.
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Further, from Eqs. 1 and 7. above,

D - z ~ - z*n - * • (3)

Thus clearly, with LT.K, absorbed dose is conceptually not a "dose" to the cell

CV's of Interest. Rather, It more closely represents the average energy

concentration in the medium frps the total aaount of energy carried by all of

the energy sources, (charged particles) that pass In the vicinity of the

exposed cell(s), only a fraction of which Interact with and transfer some

energy to the cell CV's of Interest-

Absorbed dose Is a mathematically admissible surrogate for *. However,

Its use with LLR la confounding because, with each radiation quality. Its

value derives from a different mixture of fluenee, numbers of hit cells,

distribution of cell CV hit sizes, and effectiveness per mean hit size. It*

use Is misleading because It Is not a measure of the amount of agent delivered

to the biological entity of Interest, the cell.

In Fig. 3 is shown the*full range of single cell and cell population

responses, as a function of ». This extends from the LLR range where 0 and

incidence of quantally-respondlng singly hit cells Is appropriate, through the

transition zone where the Incidence of cells responding to multiple hits

Increases nonlinearly, to the HLR region in which a large fraction of the

cells have responded quantally and thus the mean dose to and fractional

response of organs (I.e., of entire cell populations) Is appropriate. ~)eath

is employed as the quantal effect because It Is the only measure of the

severity of response that Is common to all biological "effects" that impair

function, of a cell, an organ, or the organism. The Incidence of hit cells

1^ Is usable throughout the entire range as a measure of the amount of

radiation. The hit size weighting function, the cell analogue of the organ

dose-response curve shown as curve II in Fig. 3, la aasoclated only with the

Initial linear part of curve A. «

IV. Fluence-ffriantal Response Curve*

As shown In Section II, and For LLR exposure, the fraction of hit cells

that responds quantally remains constant In the linear range. Thus a plot of



Iq vs. TH or * must he linear and without threshold for radiation* of any

LET (see Fin. U, nchrmatic representation). The slnpe will depend on

radiation quality. However, it in not necessary to Invoke «n "MIE" concept,

or ratio of slopes. This is because the value of Ig for any • Is readily

obtainable for any radiation quality, and since the values for I q so obtained

are linearly additive.

If exposures extend heyond the linear range, particularly In relatively

strong fields, then an added "quadratir" component wilt he seen (curve L f,

Fig. 4). Thus,

I q - a*+ B*2+ •-• (4)

Although the "linear tern" is first order, the higher order tern need not be

quadratic (because of "saturation" as the fraction of hit cel ls becomes large,

and because of hits so snail that even two or more on the sane cell may not be

above the threshold for a non-zero probability of response). In any event, In

using • as the independent variable, a logical framework it provided for

expecting a higher order component that enhances the contribution to Iq fro*

the Initial linear component.

Additional potentially complicating factors Including fluence rate on the

cell induction process are dealt with elsewhere (9,10) for autonomous single

cell systems and for more complicated Interdependent cel l systeas (e .g . , the

"bendover" curve segments H" and L" seen at high values of k* in Fig. 4 can be

largely explained on the basis of a competing quantal effect, cell death).

Complicating factors can alter the slope at fluences corresponding to absorbed

doses of even low-uET radiation aa low as 10 rads, delivered in a short time

Interval. However, most exposures of human populations are Halted over a

lifetime to fluences within or below this range. Thus, for practical

purposes, the use of the initial linear curve appears to be well Justified.

V. LET and "RBE"

Implicit in the development of alcrodosimetry, and of the hit size

weighting functions is the assumption that the potentially toxic agent co—on

to all radiation qualities is energy, for which particle* are the 'carrier**.
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k*, or "ABSORBED DOSE"

K g . 4
"Absorbed dose" — excess incidence curves, for a low (L)—t and a high
(H)-LET radiation. Curve L ie for small values of kt or "absorbed dose",
or Tor larger "absorbed doses" given at very low average "dose rates"
(the k is needed because B/rad changes with radiation quality). Both
curves saturate at about the same incidence, due aainly to cell killing*
Curves H, and L indicate that the initial curve for any quality radiation
is linear and without threshold, with changing slope as the LET changes.



T>M* only iHfTrrrnrr mniiif. r<i<f(aMnn ipiniftlxa In Hint t v man «lf» «f armt
HQiirrow ( I . e . , mr»«n amount of energy carried by the particles) an<l their
energy transfer characteristics differ. The efFeccfveneaa, however, depend*
only on the amount of energy transferred to the cell CV, without regard for
type of carrier or size of agent source from which the energy wa«
transferred. That a weighting function appears to hp applicable to radiation
of any aunllty Is strong evidence that the Implied assumption* are correct.

The hit size weighting function, In principle and for LUt only, obviates
any requirement for the use of RBE ( I . e . , the different "LET1*" becoae part of
a single function for response vs. the amount of energy transferred). By
extension, there Is no requirement, other than perhaps administrative, for a
"standard" radiation, a quality factor, dose equivalent or ren.

Because absorbed dose confounds several variables, the ME Is similarly
confounded and thus cannot be regarded as other than an enplrlcal ratio. The
concept arises and Is useful only because different radiations encountered and
used practically represent different "packaging" of energy sources with
respect to both type of agent carrier and amount of agent carried. Therefore
the differences In health lnpact on the exposed population must be recognized
and dealt with, either empirically using HUE, or Inductively as proposed In
this paper.

The fact 'that "RBF." goes through a maximum with "LET" Is readily
explicable using the present approach. With Increasing LET, the effectiveness
per hit size Initially Increases and dominates up to a saturation point of
1.0, even though the number of charged particles Involved per rad wav
simultaneously decreasing. The number of particles per rad continues to
decrease beyond that saturation point. Thus, with constant effectiveness per
particle cell CV collision above the saturation point, the JtBE must decrease.

VI. Discussion
That the theory discussed above appears to explain well most cellular

radloblological phenomena observed In at least autonomous cell systems, argues
for the use of * Instead of "absorbed dose" for quantification of the amount
of radiation Involved in LLR exposure, with or without Invoking the cell
sensitivity function, the conceptual Improvement would be substantial. Of
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equal Importance, however, the approach sweated .how. that the "absorbed

doae-cell response" functions currently employed do not reflect the spectrum

of cell sensitivities to increasing cell "doses" of a single agent, nor can

"RBE" represent the "potency ratio" for different agents that can produce

similar quantal responses* Thus, for accurate comparison of cell aentivltles

anong different cells In the same Individual, or between the cells In

different kinds of Individuals, It Is necessary to quantify cell sensitivity

in terms of the hit size weighting- or cell sensitivity function Introduced

here. Similarly, this function should be employed to evaluate the relative

potency of radiation and other "radlomlnetlc" chemical or physical agents.

The current dependence of the suggested approach on extensive data for

the Initial linear range of the curves for several radiation qualities limits

the applicability. However, there appears to be no reason In principle why

several points on the Initial part of the more easily obtainable higher order

multihit portion of a low-LET curve should not be used, with computer

assistance, to estimate at least the initial part of the hit size weighting

function. If this were shown to be possible, then the stochastic approach may

be directly applicable to data for human beings.
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